A Zipfian effect in heraldry?
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George K. Zipf's name is linked to two phenomena: the power law distribution of word frequencies («Zipf's law»), and the correlation that he observed between word length and word frequencies - that we call «Zipf's correlation» (Zipf, 1949). This correlation has recently been refined by Piantadosi and colleagues (2006), showing that the relationship between a word's frequency and its length is mediated through its informativeness. The current research is conceived as an attempt to document a graphic equivalent of Zipf's correlation for heraldic motifs (the specific figurative or abstract figures composing coats of arms), which have been extensively documented by several authors throughout Europe, from the Middle Ages on. One reason to expect such a correlation is that an image's graphic complexity is similar in certain respects to a word's length: more complex images take longer to process and contain more information. Following Zipf's correlation, are, in our case, popular images simpler?

Graphic complexity is operationalized in two ways, similarly to Tamariz & Kirby (2015), with both algorithmic and perimetric measures of complexity, and applied to a standardized collection of thousands of drawings, all from the same hand. In doing so, we import experimental methods and apply them to historical materials. Algorithmic (descriptive) complexity is the smallest possible file size for a given image. Perimetric complexity is a ratio of inked surface and perimetric length, and has been shown to correlate with ease of processing (Pelli et al., 2006). Our frequency data -the number of coats of arms a given motif appears on- comes from two corpuses. The first one was constituted by us from secondary sources (mainly Renesse, 1894) and a second one based on Clemensen (2017), covering respectively 462 motifs and 344 motifs. While simpler motifs were to some extent more frequent in the Clemensen dataset, we observed a correlation in the opposite direction (more frequent motifs were also more complex) in our other dataset.
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